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Wilderbee’s founder Lakshmi Rana
has been in the glamour industry for
more than two decades. She was
one of the top five contestants along
with Priyanka, Lara, and Diya in the
year 2000. Back in the day, she did
not have the grooming and training
required which is what drives her to
pass on the knowledge to those who
wish to make an impact in the world. 

At Wilderbee you will be trained by
Lakshmi Rana who was Jury of Miss
India 2020 and the Grooming Expert
for Miss India Finalist in 2022 and
Ltd. Dr. Rita Gangwani who is an
award winning personality
development coach. 

ABOUT US



BRAND ASSOCIATIONS



Savvy Rai, top 10 Miss India Finalist 2022

Savvy Rai a graduate from SRCC has

worked as an analyst with corporates like

Ogilvy, JSW Steels and currently works as

a Senior Analyst at Bain. 

She started her pageant training with us in

2021 via web classes during the

pandemic. Almost one year of training

later, she was ready to enter the pageant

world. 

 

WILDERBEE STUDENT DIARIES 
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With degree from Wharton and

Harvard, she entered the impact

sector and is now a venture

capitalist. She won the title of Mrs

India Universe in Mrs. India- She is

India. 

SHRUTHI CAUVERY IYER







An aerospace engineer by

profession, she started a movement

#RealSizeBeauty. She represented

India at Miss India united Continents

and was one of the top 6

contestants.

SANJANA SEKHARMANTRI, 
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10 Days of offline training at the Wilderbee

training facility 

Two classes per month, in total 24 online

classes where we will build upon your Q&A

and judges interview skills. 

 Closer to your pageant, you will also get

two booster offline or online sessions with

your mentors so that you are completely

pageant ready.

Wilderbee’s Pageant Training Program is an

extensive course from the pioneers of the

industry Lakshmi Rana & Dr.Rita Gangwani.

This course will prove to be the ideal starter

pack for any woman who dares to dream big in

life. The course begins with a 10 day training in

Gurgaon from where we will also do your

portfolio shoot (Polaroids, cocktail dress,

gown). 

To consistently work on your pageant

preparation, we conduct:

Additionally you get-

COURSE FORMAT



Personality Development

Confidence Building

Grooming Sessions 

Honing Communication Skills

Developing your unique Pageant walk

Wardrobe analysis & developing a

sense of styling

Leveraging social media to build a

personal brand

Insight into commonly asked Questions

during different rounds

MODULES COVER THE FOLLOWING
TOPICS-


